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MODA LIGHT®, DOMINATING THE PIA AWARDS.
Las Vegas, NV — MODA LIGHT, a rapidly growing lighting manufacturer and leader in the
specification grade LED lighting industry are proud to announce that they have been awarded
four Product Innovation Awards (PIA). In its seventh edition, the Architectural SSL Product
Innovation Awards determine and honor the most innovative LED and Solid State luminaries in
the market. This time honoring Moda Light’s renowned technology and advanced product
engineering.
The recognition for industry leading technology was awarded to MODA GLOWDIM® and MODA
BRIDGE®. GLOWDIM allows fixtures to mimic incandescent lighting by transitioning from 2700K
at 100% down to 1800K when dimmed. Allowing spaces to be completely transformed into warm
and welcoming environments. Also awarded, MODA BRIDGE enables electronic low voltage
(ELV) fixtures to be controlled by 0-10V dimmers. Allowing easy installation of Moda’s high
performance fixtures without complicated wiring.
Awarded for their advanced product design and engineering, NANO COVE® and NANO
GRAZE® are new products in MODA LIGHT’s portfolio. These products incorporate state of the
art driverless technology, which decreases their footprint making them perfect for small spaces.
“These products have been created out of understanding the needs of the lighting industry” said
Mark Samson, CEO of MODA LIGHT. “By carefully researching and listening to the feedback of
our customers we have better under standing of the gaps within this industry. This makes easier
to determine what is essential in our products.”
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About Moda Light
Moda Light, an award winning manufacturer, was formed in 2006 by Mark Samson who has over
34 years of experience in the Lighting and SSL industry. Presently located in the 24-hour city,
Las Vegas, Nevada, we stand prominently in the SSL industry, thriving on the challenges of
things considered “impossible”. We create truly new and original lighting technology,
manipulating and inventing new hardware and software to produce what was once considered
inaccessible data from LED products.
More at www.modalight.com
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About Architectural Products Magazine
The Architectural SSL Product Innovation Awards (PIA) determine and honor the most
innovative LED/ solid-state luminaires and fixtures on the market, while also recognizing the
companies behind the components that make up these light sources. The PIA program also
recognizes leaders in categories ranging from those conducting cutting-edge R+D, to those
helping in the development of standards as well as those pushing to make solid-state lighting a
truly sustainable technology.

